
 

STOCKCOUNT Simple Stock Taking Solution 

STOCKCOUNT is a simple, low-cost stock taking solution from ERS which uses barcodes to speed up 

the task of stock counting and performing simple stock takes. 
 

Use one or more portable scanning terminals to perform the 

stock count, and download via USB to generate results as a 

simple CSV text or Excel (xlsx) data file. 
 

STOCKCOUNT is flexible, allowing configuration of terminal 

prompt sequences, including an optional Stock Count                      

Reference and item Storage Bin/ Location.  
 

Item Stock Codes and counted quantities may  

be rapidly entered using the terminal’s barcode 

scanner and keypad; alternatively let the  

scanner do the counting by setting the default 

quantity to 1 and scanning every item. 
 

Raw count data for multiple stock counts can  

be held in the STOCKCOUNT PC database, with 

results for different stock takes being selectively 

output, if required. 
 

Import product details from a simple text file  

for inclusion in the output data file. 
 

Output formats allow STOCKCOUNT results to be used directly, or to be imported into other host     

systems for further analysis or reporting. Alternatively use simple Excel formulae if required to show 

total stock values or variance, from imported unit values and expected stock figures. 

 

• Low-cost, scalable solution 
 

• Simple-to-use operation using barcodes for speed and accuracy 
 

• Flexibility via configurable prompt sequences 
 

• Ability to import stock details (up to 20 fields) 
 

• Fast download of terminals and immediate output of results in Excel or CSV format 
 

• Ability to use simple Excel formulae to further process the output stock count data if required 
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Output the Stock Count as an Excel 

spreadsheet 

.. Alternatively output the data as a 

simple CSV Text file if preferred 

Individual Stock Count references 

separated onto individual sheets 

Imported product details included 

in output data 


